Beautiful spaces deserve to be adorned with beautiful accouterments. The Hardware Renaissance collection of hand-made original designs, embody superior craftsmanship and finish, timeless design and precision engineering. It’s more than hardware, it’s jewellery for doors.
ABOUT THE FOUNDER

Anagha Dandekar wished to breathe new life into an industry which continued to either replicate old palatial-style hardware or mass-produce generic modern styles copied around the world. Her vision was to create a brand which stands for distinctive design, beautiful finishes and precision engineering.

With that in mind, she co-founded Hardware Renaissance in 2002 in Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA. Since then, it has come to embody outstanding design and unique finishes around the world.

She has introduced the west to the exceptional work of Indian artisans, while bringing to the east a focus on sustainable design and production.

The brand’s original designs, unexpected finishes and high quality engineering, have found its way to a large variety of projects around the world – from luxury villas and estates, high-end boutique hotels, to award-winning resorts. Anagha has worked with the most prestigious design houses in Europe and USA, on projects spanning several continents.

For Anagha, there is no compromising on her core principles, as she knows that is the only way to build a lasting brand.
THE BRONZE RANGE

Created with the most luxurious material in the world: solid, high-quality silicon bronze. Once used exclusively for sculpture, but now customised to create exceptional hardware you can use everyday. Bronze is a very rich material and tarnish-resistant, compared to brass or stainless steel. Its natural beauty is enhanced with exceptional, hand-applied finishes.
BRONZE Patinas

- Aztec Gold
- San Miguel Silver
- Khaki
- Midnight Gold
- French Brown
- White Bronze Light
- Navajo Silver
- Sonora Red
- Tuscan Bronze
- Matte Gold
A variety of beautiful, hand and torch applied patinas. Choose from traditional or absolutely unique finishes for a dramatic statement. Our custom work capabilities in solid bronze allow you to make your own vision a reality.
Each design available in a range of Patinas. Refer Patina Page.
BP463
Verona Pull
9.375"
Midnight
Gold Patina

BP707S
El Secreto Pull
8"
San Miguel
Silver Patina

BP726
Rectangular Pull
11.75"
Sonora
Red Patina

BP754L
Scottsdale Pull
20"
Khaki Patina

BP654
Milan Pull
8"
Midnight
Gold Patina

BP725
Milan Pull
12"
Midnight
Gold Patina

BP465
Art Nouveau Pull
42"
Midnight Gold Patina
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Bathroom Accessories
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